Chernouff: History of a Tragedy. Plokhy, S. 40.23
How to Change Your Mind: The New Science of Psychedelics. Pollan, M. 40.18
Johnston, E.: Eighteen Hundred and Eleven: Poetry, Protest and Economic Crisis. Cleary, E.J. 40.18
Jones, T.: Britut: The Noble Compositor. Tempest, K. 40.23
The President is Missing. Clinton, B. and Patterson, J. 40.13
Kennard, N.: The Melody. Crace, J. 40.8
Gork Yogin: Women on Shakespeare Stages. Pollard, T. 40.24
Landskron: Victorian Translations of Tragedy. Prins, V. 40.17
Keymer, E.: Credeth Castle. Peacock, T.L. Editors Johnston, F. and Bevis, M. 40.3
Nightmare Abbey. Peacock, T.L. Editor Joukowsky, N.A. 40.4
Edge of Chaos: Why Democracy is Failing to Deliver. Moyer, D. 40.17
Full Out: A Year of Political Misstep. Shipman, T. 40.21
How Democracies Die. Levitsky, S. and Ziblatt, D. 40.17
How Democracy Ends. Runciman, D. 40.17
Yes to Europe? The 1975 Referendum and Seventies Britain. Saunders, R. 40.20
Lady Sings the Blues. Holiday, B. 40.24
The London Loom: My Weekend that Lasted Thirty Years. Sigel, C. 40.14
Reckless Daughter: A Portrait of Joan Mitchell. Yaffe, D. 40.4
Lears, J.: Reporter. Hersh, S.M. 40.18
Lennon, J.R.: My Absolute Darling. Tallent, G. 40.9
Elmrt. Moses. 40.14
Kurt Vonnegut: Complete Stories. Eklins Klinkowitz, J. and Waterfield, D. 40.4
Jan Dutil. The Centre Will Not Hold. Director Danne, G. 40.1
Kubis. Cusk, R. 40.9
Outline. Cusk, R. 40.9
South and West. From a Notebook. Didion, J. 40.1
Trumit. Cusk, R. 40.9
Welcome Home: A Memoir with Selected Photographs. Berlin, L. 40.23
Lorentzen, C.: Autumn. Smith, A. 40.5
Ranger Games: A Story of Soldiers, Family and an Inexplicable Crime. Blu m, B. 40.17
Winter. Smith, A. 40.5
McCarty, H.: Keep the Damned Women Out! The Struggle for Gender Equality. Macallaned, N.W. 40.9
MacCulloch, D.: In the Footsteps of King David: Revelations from an Ancient Biblical City. Garfinkel, Y., Ganor, S. and Hasel, M.G. 40.18
McGuinness, P.: Selected Poems. Cunard, N. 40.2
Maja-Pearce, A.: Boho Hijam: Nigeria’s Islamic Ascendancy. Connolly, V. 40.8
Boho Hijam: The History of an African Jihadist Movement. Thurston, A. 40.8

Subject Index 2018: Face veil – Islamist extremism

Face veil. Veil on some European countries’ ban on wearing the face veil. Zakaria, B. (Moore, A.) 40.16

Fashion

Cunningham, Bill

Face surveillance

FBI

Feminism

Mackinnon, Catharine

Feminist.

Enrico: The Last Man Who Knew Everything: The Life and Times of Enrico Fermi, Father of the Nuclear Ag. Atomic physicist. Schwartz, D.N. (Shapin, S.) 40.10, corres. 22

Fernand, Van Dyke: Death of an Airman. Short life of airman killed in the First World War, and account of spiritualism pursued by his mother to contact him. Gaskell, M. (Feature) 40.21

Fiction

Fielding, S. and Collier, J., Editor, Woodward, C.

The Cyn. A New Dramatic Fable. Fiction, drama and allegory. (Bucknell, C.) 40.20

Film

Making a Dead Line: A Brief Jottings in the vicinity of male dominance in the movie business. Thomson, D. (Feature) 40.12

Films

In a Lonely Place. Director Ray, N. (Wood, G.) 40.6

At the Movies: Billy Wilder’s Some Like It Hot. Wood, M. (Feature) 40.22

Guillermo del Toro’s The Shape of Water. Wood, M. (Feature) 40.6

G.W. Fabyan’s Pamela’s Box (1935) and comparisons between Publicis, B. (Banks, E.) 40.17, and Frank Wedekind’s original character. Wood, M. (Feature) 40.12

Hale County This Morning, This Evening. Short Cuts. West Ham’s disastrous move to the old Olympic stadium at Stratford. Thompson, H. (Feature) 40.21

Gary, R., Director. Beach, I.M. (Cayzer, T.) 40.23


Gary, R., Sexual harassment.

Genesis: The Genesis of Blame. Writer looks into the story of the Fall. Enright, A. (Feature) 40.5, corres. 6, 7

Germany – History – 1918–1945. Stormtroopers. Gessen, Keith on Novels and Short Stories


Globalism: Age of Anger: A History of the Present. The ‘global civil war’ and the role of anger. Mishra, P. (Buill, M.) 40.15

Goddard-Fenwick, Digby. LBH. corres. 40.22

Goldblatt, David on Photography – Exhibitions


 Graves, Robert. Revolt for Peace: From a Great War to Post to ‘Goodbye to All That’, 1914–1919. Moorcock Wilson, J. (Burrow, C.) 40.19, corres. 20, 21

Greek tragedy.


see also

Brexit Britain. Colley, L. (Feature) 40.6, corres. 8

see also

Crisis and its consequences. Tooze, A. (Wren-Lewis, C.) 40.17, corres. 76

see also

Farewell to the Horse: The Final Century of Our Relationship with Horses. Sigal, Clancy (successful) publication of hoax papers on cultural studies. Soar, D. (Feature) 40.20, corres. 23, 24

see also

Holiday, Billie. Love Songs the Blues. Reissues memoir of jazz singer. Birthday, L. (Feature) 40.24

see also

Homeland: Short Cuts. Why homelessness has been on the rise since 2010. Darlington, D. (Feature) 40.24

Horses

The Age of the Horse: An Equine Journey through Human History. Forrest, S. (Banks, E.) 40.13, corres. 15, 17

see also


see also

Human migration: We Who Are and How We Got Here: Ancient DNA and the New Science of the Human Past. The role of the study of ancient DNA in determining the movement of peoples. Reich, D. (Mithen, S.) 40.17, corres. 19

Human rights:


see also


Ice Age

see Little Ice Age

Immigration

Weakening Paperwork. The ‘hostile environment’ strategy. Davies, W. (Feature) 40.9, corres. 10

see also

Bayeux Tapestry

Impressionism

see Art – Exhibitions

India

India – History – 19th century:

Eastern Encounters. Four Centuries of Paintings and Manuscripts from the Indian Subcontinent. Story of the gifts sent to William IV by Nasir-al-Din Haider (volume accompanying exhibition at the Queen’s Gallery). Hannam, E. (Feature) 40.22

Empire. Queen Victoria and India. Victoria’s impact on India. Taylor, M. (Feature) 40.22

Splendours of the Subcontinent: A Prince’s Tour of India 1875–76. Prince of Wales’s visit (volume accompanying exhibition at the Queen’s Gallery). Meghani, K. (Feature) 40.22

Indian culture

see Kamasutra

Infection

see Lister, Joseph

Iraq

At the North Gate. Writer visits the British military cemeteries of Iraq, commenting on failed historical battles that led to high numbers of casualties and an exaggerated idea of British power. Cockburn, P. (Feature) 40.19

see also

Syria

Israel – Abortion: An Irish Problem. The abortion referendum and the arguments for and against. Rooney, S. (Feature) 40.10

Islam

see Face veil

Islamist extremism

see Islamic scholarship

Islamic Enlightenment: The Islamic Struggle Between Faith and Reason. Can a historical model of Enlightenment be applied to the Islamic world? de Belläigue, C. (Levitt, D.) 40.22

see also

The Republic of Islamic Arab States: Islam and the European Enlightenment. Europeans’ understanding of Islam and Islamic civilisation. Bevilacqua, A. (Levitt, D.) 40.22

see also

Koko Haram
Clinton, B. and Patterson, J.: The President Is Missing. (Jones, T.) 40.13
Crace, J.: The Melody. (Kennard, L.) 40.8
Cusk, E.: The Lying Spy. (Lockwood, P.) 40.9
Cutliffe, H.: The Last Tycoon. (Lockwood, P.) 40.9
Dias, T.: The Gun. (Lockwood, P.) 40.9
Di Benedetto, A.: The Nearest Star. (Wood, M.) 40.7
Translator
Déon, E.: Zama. (Wood, M.) 40.7
Translator
Dumtrell, J.: The Adultuates. (Tait, T.) 40.6
Fitzgerald, F. Scott: This Day for You and Other Lost Stories. (Harvey, A.) 40.3
Foekin-Bayo, D.: Translator. (Tait, T.) 40.5
Gay, R.: Difficult Women. Short stories. (Rose, J.) 40.4, corrs. 5-7
Geddes, J.: A Terrible Country. Loosely autobiographical account of a graduate student's year in Putin's Russia. (Nikitin, V.) 40.19
Greene, G.: The Third Man & Other Stories. (Wood, M.) 40.9, corrs. 10
Groff, L.: Florida. Collection of stories/pieces. (Hofmann, M.) 40.10
Halliday, L.: Asymmetry. (Smith, N.) 40.14
Han Kang:
Translator, S.: Human Acts. (Mars-Jones, A.) 40.7
The Vegetarian. (Mars-Jones, A.) 40.7
The White Book. (Mars-Jones, A.) 40.7
Hughes, D.B.: in a Lonely Place. (Wood, G.) 40.6
Kushner, B.: The Marx Room. Novellisation of the Absolutist Prisons movement and argument against mass incarceration in the US. (Witt, E.) 40.15
Laing, O.: Crudo. (Biggs, J.) 40.15
Moshfegh, O.: Heroclitus Among the Horses. Story collection. (Diebel, A.) 40.17
My Year of Rest and Relaxation. (Diebel, A.) 40.17
Mozley, C.: Fever. (Lennon, J.R.) 40.9
Onaara, M.: Warlight. (Hadley, T.) 40.21
Editors Johnston, F. and Bevis, M.: Groth/Ogilvie, First. (Keymer, T.) 40.4
Pullman, P.: The Book of Dust, Vol. 1: La Belle Sauvage. (Barrow, C.) 40.1, corrs. 2
Robertson, R.: The Long Talk. Historical verse novel. (Barrow, C.) 40.16
Rooney, S.: Conversations with Friends. (Mars-Jones, A.) 40.18
Normol People. (Mars-Jones, A.) 40.18
Smith, A.: Autumn. (Lorenzett, C.) 40.5
Winter. (Lorenzett, C.) 40.5
Tallerat, G.: My Absurd Darling. (Lennon, J.R.) 40.9
Thoreau, P.: Mother Land. (Mars-Jones, A.) 40.2
Thompson, R.: Never Anyone But You. Following the life of Claude Calam. (Mars-Jones, A.) 40.15, corrs. 16
Toews, M.: Women Talking. (Oyler, L.) 40.22
Tolstoy, N.: The Queen of the Indies. (LBB 39.10, corrs. 40.3
Walker, R.: Translator Whalen, T., Königter, N. and Wienerst, A. Girlfriends, Ghosts and Other Stories. Selection of stories and essays. (Benfey, C.) 40.9
Wolitzer, M.: The Female Persuasion. (Oyler, L.) 40.12

On Maureen McLane. McLane’s latest collection, Some Sea. Minko, A. (Feature) 40.9
Selected Poems. Apollinaire, G. Translator Sorrell, M. (Ford, M.) 40.10
Selected Poems. Curnow, N. (McGuinness, P.) 40.2, corrs. 4-7, 9
Selected Poems. Gunn, T. (Dibb, C.) 40.17
On Sinéad Morrissey. Morrissey’s sixth collection, On Blacnr. Minko, A. (Feature) 40.20
Three Poems. Sullivan, H. (Greenlaw, L.) 40.17
On Tom Pickard. Firshc filled, a collection of poetry and prose and diary entries. Kleinzelah, A. (Feature) 40.22
Zone. Selected Poems. Apollinaire, G. Translator Padgett, F. (Ford, M.) 40.16
Poetry – History and criticism:
21st-Century Author: Alexander Charles Sauvain. Editor Gorman, F. (Hornworth, E.) 40.21
Reading FT. Primers. On F.T. Prince’s poetry. Editor May, W. (Ford, M.) 40.3
Polanyi, K. (Feature). Capitalism:
Politics:
Fall Out. A Year Of Political Mayhem. Fly-on-the-wall account of Theresa May as Home Minister, focusing on the 2017 general election. Shipman, T. (Kidd, C.) 40.2
Poets: At the Poet. Notable poets, Charles Spawson’s history of swimming, Haunts of the Black Monday, and writer’s decision to swim regularly after giving up smoking. Thomas, I. (Feature) 40.12
Pope Pius IX. The Pope Who Would Be King: The Exile of Pius IX and the Emergence of Modern Europe. Kezirian, D.L. (Clark, C) 40.9, corrs. 11
Populationism vs Democracy:
Postwar Britain: The Tiger in the Smoke: Art and Culture in Postwar Britain. How postwar Britain was represented. Neal, L. (Meades, J.) 40.14
Poverty:
The New Poverty. Armstrong, S. (Schonert, R.) 40.4, corrs. 6
Poverty Safari. McGarvey, D. (Schonert, R.) 40.4, corrs. 6
see also Welfare state
Powell, Anthony:
Anthony Powell: Dancing to the Music of Time. Literary biography; and reviewer’s discussion of the similarities between Powell’s work and Proust’s. Spurling, H. (Anderson, P.) 40.14, corrs. 15, 16
Powell v. the World. The second part of the critique of Anthony Powell, summing up his achievement. Anderson, P. (Feature) 40.15, corrs. 16
Prehistory:
BR 39.23, corrs. 40.2, 12
Prince, Frank Templeton (F.T.) (Feature). Poetry – History and criticism:
Princess Margaret: Maggie Darling: 99 Glimpses of Princess Margaret. Collage of her life from pieces from 200 biographies and other odds and ends. Brown, C. (Mount, F.) 40.1
Prison and Novels and Short Stories, Kushner, R.
Prose writing:
The Long-Winded Lady: Tales from the ‘New Yorker’. New Yorker column pieces. Brennan, M. (O’Leary, J.) 40.17
The Reader over Your Shoulder: A Handbook for Writers of Novels and Novellas. Griffin, J. (Feature) 40.15
see also Graves, Robert; Novels and Short Stories, Brennan, M.: Poetry – Collections
Proust, Marcel and Powell, Anthony
DIARY
Beale, R. 40.4
Bennett, A. 40.1
Burnside, J. 40.18
Campbell, I. 40.13
Collins, S. 40.9
Drury, R. 40.21
Friedell, D. 40.10
Harding, J. 40.14
Jones, T. 40.7
Lowry, A. 40.23
McKay, S. 40.5
McLean, D. 40.11
Mulhy, N. 40.20
Nicholson, C. 40.22
Rich, C. 40.15
Runciman, D. 40.2
Sheng Yun 40.19
Silberman, E. 40.6
Smith, S.W. 40.16
Thomas, I. 40.1, 2
Thompson, D. 40.12
Toynbee, E. 40.17
Wellesley, M. 40.8

FEATURE
Anderson, P.: Powell v. the World. 40.15
Atkinson, D. (Pedersen, S.) 40.16, corres. 17, 18
Atlee, J.: At Tate Modern. 40.13
Attle, J.: At Tate Modern. 40.13
Bennett-Jones, O.: The State of the BBC. 40.24
Beale, R.: On David King. 40.13
Burnyeat, G.: Short Cuts. 40.13
Campbell, J. 40.13
Burnside, J. 40.18
Beale, R. 40.4
Chadwick, E.: At Tate Modern. 40.23
Campbell, J.E.: The Year of My Father’s Dying. 40.21
Burt, S.: On Laura Kasischke. 40.15
Burnside, J.: On the Farm. 40.21
Hildyard, D.: On the Farm. 40.11
Hetherington, P.: Short Cuts. 40.18
Hill, R.: At the Renwick. 40.2
Gaskill, M. (Feature) 40.7, corres. 8
Srinivasan, A.: Short Cuts. 40.8
Pelham, N.: The Precocious Rise of the Gulf Despots. 40.4
Mullin, C.: Short Cuts. 40.5, 10
Morrow, C.: At Norwich Castle Museum. 40.17
Atkinson, D. (Pedersen, S.) 40.16, corres. 17, 18
Atlee, J.: At Tate Modern. 40.13

Women contributors: LRB corres. 40.4
Women’s suffrage:
World trade vs London – History – 18th century
Women for Women
Along the Vote Sacre’. Writer visits memorials and cemeteries near Verdun. Thomas, I. (Feature) 40.21, corres. 22
see also Film – Installations
Yeats, John Butler: The Playboy of West 25th Street. The painter John Butler Yeats seen through his correspondence with Rosa Butt. Toibin, C. (Feature) 40.2
Young, Elisabeth: Elisabeth’s Lists: A Family Story. Writer’s account of her grandmother’s life through her lists and diary entries, revealing a glimpse into social life of the 20th century. Else, L. (Wilson, B.) 40.17
Turner, C.: On Richard Hollis. 40.10
Wade, F.: The Rolhigs. 40.13
Wagner, A.: At the Nasher Sculpture Centre. 40.7
In Trafalgar Square. 40.11
Warner, M.: At Tate Liverpool. 40.5
Weinberger, E.: Ten Typical Days in Trump's America. 40.20
Wellesley, M.: At the British Library. 40.22
Short Cuts. 40.16
West, A.: At the Prado. 40.4
Wilmot-Smith, E.: Short Cuts. 40.3
Wood, M.: At the Movies. 40.2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24
Wright, P.: Short Cuts. 40.23

POEM

Armantrout, R.: ‘Parallax’ 40.14
‘Pretty Little’ 40.14
‘Understandings’ 40.22
Baxter, J.: ‘A Profession’ 40.3
Blakemore, A.K.: ‘my sex’ 40.11
‘southern gothic’ 40.11
Brookes, J.: ‘Raven George’ 40.10
Burnside, J.: ‘Want of Understanding’ 40.22
Burt, S.: ‘Sparrows in the Natick Collection’ 40.12
Carson, A.: ‘Short Talk on My Headache’ 40.13
Cassels, I.: ‘French Work’ 40.9
Everett, B.: ‘Exile’ 40.17
‘In All Saints’ 40.17
‘Pecunia non olet’ 40.17
‘Pictures’ 40.17

Fanning, G.: ‘Rookery’ 40.1
Ford, M.: ‘Love Triangle’ 40.6
Fears, E.: ‘And Sand and Sand and Sand’ 40.24
Galleymore, I.: ‘No Inclination to Smile’ 40.15
Graham, J.: ‘All’ 40.16
‘My Skin Is’ 40.13
‘Tire’ 40.3
‘When Overfull of Pain I’ 40.20
Greenlaw, L.: ‘The Break’ 40.20
‘My father leaving’ 40.20
‘My father lies low’ 40.5
‘My father rises whenever’ 40.5
‘My father tells me to wait’ 40.5
‘There, he says’ 40.5
Hartis, W.: ‘The Seven Dreams of Richard Spencer’ 40.18
Hasler, E.: ‘The Valley of the Stour with Dedham in the Distance’ 40.4
Hitzig, Z.: ‘The Tamping Iron Speaks’ 40.11
Hofmann, M.: ‘Old Mexico’ 40.16
‘Ostrone’ 40.16
Kleinzahler, A.: ‘Chauncey Hare’ 40.2
‘Sergio Leone’ 40.15
Leviston, F.: ‘Emily's Electrical Absence’ 40.2
‘I see thee better’ 40.15
Lindet, T.: ‘Empath to the Punctured Kevlar Helmet’ 40.9
‘Ugly World to Empath’ 40.9
Longley, M.: ‘After Amergin’ 40.7

McKendrick, J.: ‘Caroline’ 40.4
‘The Right’ 40.4
Minko, A.: ‘Ducks’ 40.16
Muldoon, P.: ‘It wasn’t meant to be like this’ 40.17
Nemser, P.: ‘Border’ 40.18
Pajak, M.: ‘Crystal’ 40.8
Putry, A.: ‘The nine lives you might have lived, were it not for the nine thin spells through your heart’ 40.4
Patterson, I.: ‘Saturday’ 40.17
Riley, D.: ‘Slow Burn’ 40.21
Seidel, F.: ‘The Blue Suit’ 40.11
Simic, C.: ‘The Name’ 40.22
‘Terror’ 40.22
Spagnuolo, P.: ‘Caliban Rex’ 40.1
Sprackland, M.: ‘Newcomer’ 40.23
Strawson, G.: ‘After Flaubert’ 40.5
Tamás, R.: ‘Palermo’ 40.19
VanderMolen, R.: ‘Roads and Trails’ 40.24
Wheatley, D.: ‘Landscape with Heavy Industry and Washing Line’ 40.14
Williams, H.: ‘Tara Browne (1945–66)’ 40.21

SHORT STORY

Crewe, T.: ‘Mr Gladstone’s Funeral’ 40.24
Lanchester, I.: ‘Coffin Liquor’ 40.1
‘Love Island’ 40.15
Williams, D.: ‘I’m Sure I Love and I Really’ 40.17
‘With this New Greasiness’ 40.17